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Introducing . . .           November 
‘HE SHOWED ME THE HOLY CITY’ 
‘But ye are come’, says the writer to 
the Hebrews, ‘unto Mount Zion, and 
unto the city of the living God, the 
heavenly Jerusalem’ (Heb. 12:22) That 
coming was by faith for this was not a 
‘mount that might be touched’ 
(12:18). It was the coming of living 
stones ‘built up a spiritual house, to be 
a holy priesthood’ (1 Pet 2:5). They 
had a focus for their service and 
worship; the Lord Jesus Christ, Himself 
a living stone, (v. 4) was their high 
priest and the ‘fruit of their lips’ made 
‘confession to his name ’in ’a sacrifice 
of praise to God’ (Heb 13:15). 

Now, though He was identified 
with them as a Living Stone, He was 
more than that. He was the ‘chief 
corner stone, elect, precious;’ the 
Stone that God ‘lay in Zion’ (v. 6). He 
was precious to God (1 Pet 2:4) and 
to them (v. 7). 

John sees that holy city, that 
heavenly Jerusalem ‘coming down out 
of heaven from God’. (Rev. 21:10). 
He hears of it too.  A voice ‘out of the 
throne’ says ‘Behold, the tabernacle of 
God is with men’.  And that seeing 
and hearing have a profound effect 
upon him.   He has to worship (22:8).  

 

Oh, to more clearly visualise that 
city, whether in heaven now or come 
down out of heaven in the future! To 
consider its glory, beauty, splendour 
and magnificence; its vastness and its 
symmetry, so easily measurable by a 
single angel. And the Lamb of God 
who is the one lamp and the mystery 
of why a lamp is mentioned when 
there is no night there and the glory of 
God lightens it. The Mount Forest 
paper has a view on that well worth 
consideration. 

Would not my praise and worship 
be deeper and richer when I too 
come, with others, to consider the 
Precious Stone, which none of the 
precious stones of the foundations of 
the wall of the city in all their vast 
array can ever outshine, or the Lamp 
whom no glory of the kings of the 
earth can ever overwhelm?  

   There is the disappearance of our 
earth and its heaven. Such a huge 
concept for us to take in. There is as 
well ‘God himself’ who ‘shall be with 
them and be their God. And he shall 
wipe away every tear from their eyes’. 
‘God himself’ doing that very personal 
and tender and individual and 
compassionate deed.     P.D.
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From Study Groups . . . 
THE LAKE OF FIRE, NEW HEAVEN, NEW EARTH, NEW 
JERUSALEM (Revelation 21) 
From Aberdeen: Revelation 21 gives a glimpse of the ‘inheritance...reserved in 
heaven for you’ (1 Pet.  1:4 RV). Here is portrayed the new order in which there is 
a new heaven and a new earth, and a new Jerusalem in which dwells 
righteousness. This particular Greek word new (kainos) signifies a completely new 
order. The old heaven and earth are going to be rolled up like a worn-out 
garment; so, this is not indicating a refined or patched-up earth but rather a 
completely new replacement. Strikingly, there is no more sea.  God our Father will 
dwell with men, not just a visit in the cool of the day, but His abiding presence 
and fellowship. 

God will wipe away every tear from our eyes. There will be no more death or 
crying or pain: ‘Behold, I am making all things new’ (Rev. 21:5 NASB). The sun 
and moon are no longer necessary because God is the light and the Lamb is the 
lamp. The New Jerusalem is personified as the wife of the Lamb and this would 
seem to correspond to the church the body of Christ [Comment 1]. There is a 
special mention of the twelve apostles corresponding to the twelve foundations. 
There is also a special mention of the twelve tribes of Israel corresponding to the 
twelve gates. Then the redeemed nations will walk in the light of the new 
Jerusalem. The twelve tribes of Israel and the nations mentioned are apparently 
distinct from the wife of the Lamb, but will be blessed in association with the new 
order. It is precious to remember the promise to Abraham: ‘And in thy seed shall 
all the nations of the earth be blessed’ (Gen.  22:18). Here in the closing book of 
the Bible is the portrayal of that city which Abraham looked for ‘whose builder 
and maker is God’ (Heb. 11:10).              James Johnson 
 
From Aberkenfig: God’s judgement has been completed. Death and Hades have 
been cast into the lake of fire along with those whose names were not found in 
the Lamb’s book of life. The Beast, the false prophet and the Devil himself 
together with his angels (Mat. 25:41 RV), are there. John now sees the new 
heaven and new earth and the New Jerusalem. Commentators are divided as to 
whether these will be a completely new creation or a renewed edition of the 
present creation: John Miller makes a very strong argument for the former. Based 
on the two Greek words for ‘new’, kainos and neos, together with the wording of 
20:11 (see his notes e.g., p.67 B.S. 1959), but we can only leave it to the reader to 
consider. The important thing is that God will dwell with His people (v.3). 
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It is interesting to note that the number 12 comes both into this passage and 
also chapter 22. We have 12 things missing: no more sea (v.1), no more tears 
(v.4), no more death (v.4), no mourning (v.4), no crying (v.4), no pain (v.4), no 
thirst (v.6), no wickedness (vv. 8, 27 ), no temple (v.22), no more night (vv.23-25; 
22:5), no closed gates (v.25) and no more curse (22:3). Not only so, there are 12 
foundations and precious stones, 12 tribes, 12 princes (Num. 1:44), 12 apostles, 
12 stars (Rev.12:1), 12 loaves of shewbread, 12 thrones (Mat. 19:28)— (judging 
the 12 tribes).  Why throughout Scripture do we see the number 12 (3x4?) as 
significant? Three is the number of God and four is the number of the world: three 
plus four is the number of the covenant between God and this world, i.e., 7 days 
of creation (including the Sabbath), 7 chief festivals (Lev. 23), 7 days of the week, 
7 churches (Rev. chs. 2 and 3), 7 seals, 7 trumpets, 7 bowls of wrath, 7 thunders, 
and 7 stars (from previous chapters of Revelation). We can further develop this 
into the size of the New Jerusalem (v.16)—12,000 furlongs (1500 miles) length 
and breadth—which means there will be plenty of room for everyone. It is truly 
staggering—a holy city, a prepared city (see John 14:1-6) and a beautiful city ‘as a 
bride adorned for her husband’ (v.2)—amplified in the verses which follow. It was 
noted that ‘the sea is no more’. However, this does not mean ‘no more water’, but 
simply the new earth will have a different arrangement. Oceans purify water, then 
evaporation into the atmosphere forms clouds which rain back to earth. Verse 6 
brings us full circle to chapter 1:8—the Alpha and the Omega, but adds ‘will give 
to him that is athirst of the fountain of the water of life freely’. 

John is carried away in the Spirit, and we are given the details of the size, the 
materials and construction of the holy city Jerusalem. The eternal city is not only 
the home of the bride, but it is the bride [see Comment 1]. A city is not buildings: 
it is people. God’s glory dwelt in the Tabernacle and later in the Temple. Today, 
His glory dwells in true believers in His church, but in eternity the glory of God 
will also be seen in His holy city. This is the only light the city will need. Just taking 
verse 18, with verse 11, the jasper was more like a beautiful diamond - clear as 
crystal, and there are another 11 precious stones mentioned in the foundations. 
What about the other foundations? They could have been built on top of each 
other, or were they between two gates; there being 12 gates and 12 ‘spaces’ and 
12 stones? Why this foundation? Surely it must be because the Lamb is the 
foundation of the heavenly city and the One crucified by the old Jerusalem is the 
crowned One in the new Jerusalem. Why the names of the twelve apostles of the 
Lamb that were inscribed on them? It must take us to Ephesians 2:20 where the 
apostolic message is the bejewelled foundation of all heavenly glory. The fact is we 
are not told precisely: the amazing fact is that light can penetrate the precious 
stones. The only light is the glory of God (v.23).  

The wording in verse 17 of the measurements and how they were made leaves 
us questioning exactly what was meant ‘according to the measure of a man, that 
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is, of an angel.’ Perhaps it is to show us that the city is a place of dimensions, and 
that the measures are immense. We can have little conception of the grandeur of 
this wall with its galaxy of gems, the wall itself being 144 cubits (at least 216 feet) 
high [Comment 2]. Into the heavenly Jerusalem none can enter by human progress 
or culture or self-redemption, only through the gates of pearl guarded by angels. 
The street of the city is of pure gold—the kind of gold that doesn’t exist on this 
earth—which is as transparent as glass. Only the redeemed of God have access. 
Truly the things of earth pale in significance, even as we consider the magnificence 
of Solomon’s Temple along with Old Testament scriptures such as Isaiah 54:11-
12. 

The pinnacle of it all was that there was no temple, ‘for the Lord God the 
Almighty, and the Lamb are the temple thereof’. Then we come to v.24: we’re 
caused to ponder as to who the ‘nations’ are, and ‘the kings of the earth bringing 
their glory’ into the new Jerusalem—how do these fit in? Although there is little 
scriptural evidence, we would suggest that the nations consist of three ‘groups’ of 
people: (1) the redeemed of Israel; (2) the redeemed from the present earth in the 
Millennium; and (3) those whose names are found in the Book of Life at the Great 
White Throne Judgement [Comment 3; see also Comment 2, BS October, 2021]. 
The constituted nations are thus saved people who are under kings in the eternal 
state. The people of the city are the Church which is His Body, i.e., those saved 
during the day of grace.                Bill Paterson 
 
From Buckhaven: In Revelation chapter 21, we see the Lord’s eternal glory and 
the unfolding of God’s glorious purposes in the Lamb ‘slain from the foundation of 
the world’ (Rev. 13:8 RV). Redeemed man is raised to the heights of glory, above 
angels, to be co-sharers of eternity with Christ. John sees the New Jerusalem 
coming down out of heaven. He hears a great (unidentified) voice saying, ‘The 
tabernacle of God is with men’, signifying the divine presence. He that sits on the 
throne declares, ‘I make all things new’ (i.e., new in kind). These rock-solid words 
are spoken by the Alpha and the Omega, who also promises to the overcomer 
(those in Christ) a unique fellowship with God as sons chosen, redeemed and 
sealed with the mark of God. 

One of the angels who carried out divine judgement on Babylon takes John in 
spirit to a high mountain to reveal the glory of the New Jerusalem, the bride, the 
wife of the Lamb. John sees the city of God, vast in its dimensions, four-square, all 
of gold ‘like pure glass’ (v. 18), a type not seen by human eye. Its great jasper walls 
are clear as crystal, the foundations of the wall being adorned with many precious 
stones, similar to those on the breastplate of the High Priest. It has twelve gates of 
pearl, reminding us of the parable about the pearl purchased at great price, and 
points us to the cross. ‘The Lord God the Almighty and the Lamb’ (v. 22) are the 
temple, the divine centre of this city. On its gates the names of the twelve tribes of 
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Israel; on its foundations, the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. The 
‘progenitors’ of God’s people in old and new covenants are thus represented. 

Paradise is regained. In Genesis, heaven and earth were created. In Revelation, 
there is a new heaven and new earth, where the curse, sin, sorrow, suffering and 
death will be no more. In Eden after the fall, the tree of life was off-limits. In the 
new Jerusalem, access is restored. The rivers of Eden have their counterpart in the 
‘river of water of life’ (22:1). The glory of God floods the entire scene and 
illuminates the wonderful colourings of the jewelled foundations. 

The city is the place for the bride of Christ only. The saved of Israel’s twelve 
tribes and those who died in faith will dwell by the gates of the city, similar to 
Israel’s tents around the tabernacle, signifying divine order. On the new earth, the 
nations bring their glory into the city. The names of the twelve tribes on the gates 
remind us that God’s purposes of grace came to mankind through His ancient 
people, the Jews. 

The lake of fire is a place prepared for all who reject God. It is a place of 
torment where the flame does not consume, a place of total and permanent 
estrangement from God.               Martin Notman 
 
From Greenock: The word here translated as ‘new’ is the Greek word kainos.  
meaning ‘unused’ or ’new in form or quality’ rather than neos which means 
‘newly made’.  The same word, kainos, is used for the wine skins in the parable of 
the new wine and new wine skins, whereas neos is used for the new wine (Mat. 
9:17; Mark 2:22; Luke 5:37). Wineskins had history: animal, to slaughter, 
cleaning, tanning, to stitching, to shape, but were unused until filled with new 
wine [see Comment 4]. 

The new wine is exactly that—new wine which cannot be kept in that state but 
needs to be put into the wineskins to store and mature. 

The same Greek word ‘kainos’ is used to describe the new man after salvation 
(2 Cor. 5:17).  We know we still have our old body and our old nature. We are 
waiting for our Saviour who is in Heaven. When He comes our bodies will be 
transformed to conform to His body of glory (Phil. 3:21). His resurrected body, still 
with scars, could assimilate food and drink and walk as normal.  His earthly body 
was not replaced by a totally new body but was changed when He was raised 
from the dead. 

Joseph of Arimathea had constructed a tomb for his own use.  There must have 
been many days’ work with hammer and chisel excavating rock and making the 
round stone to seal the entrance.  The tomb was unused, but not new in the sense 
of ‘just made’ (Luke 23:50-56). Again, the Greek word ‘kainos’ is used. The 
Garden Tomb in Jerusalem gives a good representation of a rock-hewn tomb of 
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the time. It may or may not be the tomb used for Jesus.  It has evidence of urgent 
work done to extend one of the burial chambers. Might this show a last-minute 
change of person to be accommodated? 

Genesis 2:1 records that all of creation, both earth and heaven, were finished. 
There was nothing left to be created after the sixth day (Gen. 2:2).  This must 
include the new heaven and the new earth [Why must it? There is no evidence to 
support this theory – Eds]. We are not told what has been done with them in the 
time from creation until usage as described in Revelation 21. 

We can conclude that the linguistic evidence points to a ‘refreshed’ creation. 
This is strengthened by the record of creation being complete in six days, so there 
is no later creation of the new heaven and earth [Comment 4; see also John 14:2-
3; likewise, Halifax, Surulere & Victoria papers]. However, they could be reserved, 
preserved and unchanged since their creation. Invisible at present they will be 
revealed at the end of the era (1 Pet. 1:3-5). 

Just like any visit to a stately home in Britain, we know the place we are going 
to will be breathtakingly beautiful. Is our sense of anticipation rising? 

Steve Henderson 
 
From Halifax: New or renewed?  There are two words in the Greek for ‘new’, 
kainos and neos. The latter word means new, i.e., ‘youthful’ with respect to age, 
whereas kainos, the word twice found in Revelation 21:1, means new, especially 
in ‘freshness’. Turning also to 2 Peter 3:10,12, John Miller writes, ‘There can be no 
doubt that “new” in these cases does not mean the renewal of the old earth and 
heaven …’(Notes on the New Testament Scriptures, p. 700). Heaven and earth, 
we find, ‘shall perish’ (Heb. 1:11 KJV; cp. Is. 51:6; Mark 13:31; Rev. 20:11) and 
the Lord GOD will ‘create new heavens and a new earth’ (Is. 65:17; cp. 2 Pet. 
3:13; Rev. 21:1,5). Then, ‘the former shall not be remembered, nor come into 
mind’. 

No more sea  It seems almost sad to ponder a sea no more, particularly when 
considering that at its creation ‘God saw that it was good’ (Gen. 1:10). The 
statement, however, in Revelation 21:1 is quite clear, ‘and the sea is no more’ 
(RV); but why?  In this verse the question is not raised, as though it need not be 
asked—the answer being obvious. Even so, some have explained the sea as a 
representation of the ungodly world. ‘According to this explanation’, says M.R. 
Vincent, ‘the passage is in the highest degree tautological’ (Vincent’s Word 
Studies). In further exploring this issue, it is perhaps better to observe the very 
nature of the sea—its perpetual unrest (see Is. 57:20) and its destructiveness. 
Remember, it was the flood of waters that God brought upon a corrupt earth to 
destroy all flesh in the time of Noah (Gen. 6:17). Then again, as the Galilean Sea 
caused a perishing fear among the disciples whose boat was beaten in ’a great 
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storm’, it took Jesus’ mighty rebuke, ‘Peace, be still’ (Mark 4:39) to bring ‘a great 
calm’ [Comment 5]. In Revelation 20:13 we have already read: ‘And the sea gave 
up the dead … in it’. So, the sea shall cease to destroy, or disturb, ‘being removed 
altogether on account of its past destructions’ (A Commentary on the Old and 
New Testaments, Jamieson, Fausset and Brown).        Robert J. Butler 
                    
From Mount Forest: When Revelation 21:22 uses the singular ‘is’ and says, ‘its 
temple is the Lord God the Almighty and the Lamb’, as in the ESV this seems to be 
a more accurate translation, and if so, this would reinforce seeing the Greek kai as 
here equally well represented in English as ‘even’ rather than ‘and’. That   is, the 
Trinity’s dwelling with men as the Lord God the Almighty is exemplified by the 
Lamb’s role in the city. [Literal Greek says, ‘God Almighty is its temple, and the 
Lamb’. Both God Almighty and the Lamb are nominative case, and therefore 
could also be rightly translated as ‘are’ (plural), though the verb is indeed singular 
– R.B.F.]  A throne is there (Rev. 22:3 where throne is singular, and likewise the 
servants serve ‘Him’ not them), and He is the sanctuary and the source of light. 
The new city descends ‘from God’ (Rev. 21:2) and 1 Kings. 8:27 may still apply, 
[‘heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot contain You’ NKJV—Eds] for God is 
not confined to a geographic location. 

The never-closing gates mark access/egress points for the worshippers who 
draw near to bring their offerings (Rev. 22:4,14) and see ‘His face’. We are not 
told of people, as such, being permanent city occupants. Access may be sufficient. 
If so, the abiding places of John 14:2 are heavenly locations until the new city is 
revealed for operation on a new earth, where the global rule of the Lamb will be 
conducted through kings in various nations. To be ‘with Him’ (1 Thes.4:17), and 
God dwelling ‘with’ (all) men (Rev. 21:3,24) then may have a broader meaning 
than shared city occupancy. Those eternally in the Body of Christ, united with the 
Head, are members of ‘the Christ’. Here He is seen as the Lamb, who is both the 
Bridegroom and the sanctuary within the city. The bride/wife is depicted as the 
city with the Lamb in it, reminding us of Colossians 1:27. To be (in Rev. 19:7) the 
bride while already part of the Bridegroom is a logical conundrum [Comment 6; 
see also Comment 1]. 

Do the gate names suggest that renewed Israel enters by tribe through its 
respective gate for service in the city? [Comment 7]. Likewise, do the foundations 
named for ‘twelve apostles of the Lamb’ indicate new covenant representation 
(though the twelve named by the Lord in the days of His flesh were also all drawn 
from Israel? Perhaps neither indicate city occupancy [Comment 8].  

It seems appropriate to view the Lamb continually surrounded by angelic 
beings, and we may therefore suggest these are permanently centred in the city. 
No direct link is given between the 24 elders and the 12 tribes, plus 12 apostles. 
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Both sets of 12 present problems if they are the earthly men, given fourteen tribal 
names are used elsewhere and 16 men are termed apostles. Selecting from among 
these men would be purely conjecture on our part. If the holy city is the original 
from heaven, seen by Abraham, and its sanctuary is the true sanctuary (Heb. 9:23-
24; 11:10; Col. 2:17) and Matthew 6:10; 18:10 apply, then those named in it 
pre-existed men on earth. Earthly correspondence to the 24 elders in heaven 
could have led to firstly 12 natural ‘sons of Israel’ (and/or some grandsons?) and 
then 12 apostles of Matthew 10:1-4 (and replacements). If so, the names on gates 
and (vertical or lateral?) foundation stones of the heavenly city’s wall may simply 
depict a heavenly reality on which a chosen race and apostolic ministry on earth 
were based [Comment 9]. Hebrews 12:22-24 may then prove helpful in 
appreciating descriptions in Revelation 21.         Geoff Hydon 
 
From Ravulapalem: There are five references to the lake of fire at end of the book 
of Revelation. It is a place after death for the punishment of Satan and the 
unregenerate. It is analogous to the Jewish Gehenna or the more common Hell.  
David wrote in Psalm 11:6 that on the wicked the Lord will rain fiery coals and 
burning sulphur. The example of Sodom and Gomorrah in Genesis 19 is 
repeatedly told by Peter (2 Pet. 2:6) and Jude (v. 7) as eternal fire. 

1). Revelation 19:20  The Beast and the false prophet were thrown into the 
burning lake of fire. The words of Jesus in Matthew 25:41 clearly state that the 
eternal fire is prepared for the Devil and his angels. In the parable of the net, He 
told about the angels coming to separate the wicked and throw them into the fiery 
furnace, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.  In Matthew 10:28 
He said rather to be afraid of the one who can destroy both soul and body in hell. 

2). Revelation 20:10  And the Devil who deceived them was thrown into the lake 
of burning sulphur where the Beast and false prophet had been thrown.  

3). Revelation 20:14  Death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. The lake 
of fire is the second death (final). Death will disappear forever from the redeemed 
of the human race. It is the last enemy to be abolished (1 Cor. 15:26). 

4). Revelation 20:15   If anyone’s name is not found in the book of life he was 
thrown into the lake of fire (remember the sayings of the Lord in John 5:24,28 and 
Luke 10:20 (NIV) ‘Rejoice that your names are written in heaven’).   

5). Revelation 21:8   Here is a list of people. Those who are in this list will be in 
the lake of fire. This is the second death. There is no further mention of Satan or 
demons in the book of Revelation and the Bible. Hallelujah! [Comment 10]. 

S.J.M. Edward 
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From Surulere: Words are so often inadequate to express the excellence of the 
creative genius of the Almighty God. The contemplation of the form and substance 
of the immediate earth and heaven echoes the words of God to Job: ‘Who is this 
who darkens counsel, by words without knowledge?’ (Job 38:2 NKJV). By what 
parameters do we determine new to One who inhabits eternity, dwelling in light 
unapproachable and in whose temple, everyone says, ‘Glory!’? (Is. 57:15; cp. I 
Tim. 6:16; Psalm 29:9). It surely must be from the perspective of our finite 
sensibilities, as mortals living under the sun. 

The Lord Almighty, the architect and builder of the earth, heavens and all the 
proximate and far-flung places of this unfathomable universe (Heb. 1:10) revealed 
to the exiled apostle John a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and 
the first earth had passed away (Rev. 21:1). The words are telling and underline 
the resolve of God to dispense with the current heaven and earth in favour of 
utterly new ones. And new in all ramifications of the word! The new heaven and 
new earth will be brand new, unseen before and different in every respect from 
the discarded ones. Anything less than a distinctly original creation would be 
beneath the creative capacities of the One who declared: ‘Behold I will do a new 
thing’ (Is. 43:19). 

The Scripture is replete with reasons why the next instalment of the earth and 
heaven will be incomparably new: 

1) The present heavens and earth are reserved for destruction: ‘But the heavens 
and the earth which are now preserved by the same word, are reserved for fire 
until the day of judgement and perdition of ungodly men’ (2 Pet. 3:7). 

2) The current heaven and earth will certainly be destroyed: ‘But the day of the 
Lord will come as a thief in the night, in which the heavens will pass away with a 
great noise, and the elements will melt with fervent heat; both the earth and the 
works that are in it will be burned up’ (2 Pet. 3:10); ‘And: You, LORD, in the 
beginning laid the foundation of the earth, and the heavens are the work of Your 
hands. They will perish, but You remain; and will all grow old like a garment; like 
a cloak You will fold them up and they will be changed’ (Heb. 1:10). 

3) There is the assurance that there will be a replacement of the burnt-up heavens 
and earth with new ones: ‘Nevertheless we, according to His promise, look for 
new heavens and a new earth in which dwell righteousness’ (2 Pet. 3:13). 

It is no doubt an engaging discussion to pursue the intriguing subject of the 
heavens that are contemplated as being burnt up as Scripture confirms the 
plurality of heavens.                   F. Ntido 
 
From Victoria B.C.:   We considered the inhabitants of the New Jerusalem. We 
also thought about some of the building materials used. 
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In the book of the Revelation, we have come to the end of the Millennium and 
are now moving beyond that to the eternal state. According to Isaiah the prophet, 
in chapters 65 and 66, God is going to create a new heaven and earth that will be 
forever before Him. Peter, in his second letter, describes this present whole 
creation being burned up like a scroll lit by a fire. He uses words like ‘dissolved’ 
and ‘burned up’ and ‘melt with a fervent heat’. In childlike faith we can see and 
understand that this is no refurbishment by God, but a completely new creation. 

This new world to come will have a different ecology and climate. It could be 
far larger than we can imagine, accommodating a 1500 x 1500 x 1500 - mile 
square city. We considered that perhaps with the gates bearing the names of the 
Old Testament tribes of Israel and the twelve foundation stones, alluding to the 
twelve apostles sitting on their thrones, that this gives us a clue to the inhabitants. 
Those who survive the great white throne in chapter 20, also the Tribulation saints 
and those saved during this age of grace will dwell with God and His Son on this 
new earth. As for who are living in the city, there was debate as to whether just 
the Body of Christ people have that privilege, or will it include all who have 
trusted in God through the ages [Comment 11]. The city does appear ‘as a bride 
adorned for her husband’ and the angel said he would show John the bride, 
followed by an introduction of the city; but some thought this did not preclude 
anyone else living in it. After all, God’s glory and the Lamb are the light and 
temple in that city, and the word does say we all shall remain before Him 
[Comment 12]. 

Some of the materials used are telling: The gates of pearls speak of suffering.  It 
takes a grain of sand and irritation to form a pearl.  Pearls are the only precious 
stones that cannot be improved upon by the art of man.  So, we see the perfect 
work of the suffering Saviour in these gates.  Streets of transparent gold speak of 
Jesus’ purity, clarity and richness. Now we see in a darkened glass, but then face 
to face. Verses 19 and 20 describe precious stones there too. These could well be 
pointing back to 1 Corinthians 3, and what we are to build with in our lives of 
service? 

Among seven ‘no mores’ of this chapter we see no seas [Comment 13]. It is a 
place of peace and unity. This chapter excites the mind as we ponder living with 
our Lord and Saviour in a place with no death, mourning, weeping, pain, curse, or 
night.  A place for all believers in our Lord Jesus Christ. 

Rodger Lefevre; Micah Lefevre 
 

COMMENTS 

1. (Aberdeen): The New Jerusalem, the holy city, is not the bride, the wife of the 
Lamb. Two different entities cannot be the same thing. This is made clear from 
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Revelation 21:3 where she is made ready as a bride; she is not the bride. In the 
understanding of the present writer, verse 9 is an invitation, if not an angelic 
command, for John the apostle to view again the glory of the church which is 
Christ’s body, the true bride, and now the wife of the Lamb, and is then 
transported by the Spirit of God to view the lesser, yet wonderful glory, of the new 
holy city.                     R.B.F. 
 
2. (Aberkenfig): A furlong is 660 feet/220 yards or ⅛ of a mile/ 201 metres. 
12,000 furlongs=1,500 miles/2414 kilometres. A cubit is between 18 and 21 
inches/457mm - 531mm. 144 cubits is between 216 feet/72 yards/65 metres and 
252 feet/84 yards/76 metres.  

   If these measurements are to be taken literally—there is no reason to suppose 
otherwise—we are looking at a cube or a pyramid shaped city, one thousand five 
hundred miles long, broad and high, surrounded by a wall that is well over 200 
feet high—almost as high as a full-size wind turbine.              J.J. 

 
3. (Aberkenfig): Another category would be those who are born nearer the end of 
the long years of the millennium and resist being duped by the Adversary’s clever 
and powerful deception after his release from his lengthy term of imprisonment 
(see Rev. 20:7-8).                  R.B.F. 
 
4. (Greenock): The argument that the Genesis account of the six days of creation 
makes any later creation impossible, does not stand up to reason. One may 
reasonably make an argument for the view that the new heavens and new earth 
are a refreshed and renewed creation, but there are no scriptural grounds for 
saying that the Genesis account means more than what it says, viz., that the 
present earth and heavens were created by God in six days. It does not mean that 
God will not or cannot initiate another original, creative act in the future. (Surulere 
and others present a strong argument for the widely accepted alternative view.) 

Note: According to both Dr Strong and W.E. Vine, the main distinction to be 
made between kainos and neos, is that kainos denotes something completely 
different in character from what went before, while neos means something that is 
fresh, young or recently acquired. Vine’s comparison of the two words gives 
further helpful examples of their occurrence and meaning.       J.J. 
 
5. (Halifax): The use of Galilee in the example is valid although it is a lake. The 
word for sea in Revelation 21:1 is not pelagos which signifies ‘the vast expanse of 
open water’ but thalassa, signifying ‘the sea as contrasted with the land’.     P.D. 
 
6. (Mount Forest): To suggest that the many abiding places promised by the Lord to 
His disciples in John 14 are not synonymous with the city specifically named ‘the 
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bride the wife of the Lamb’ is, in my opinion, to perform unwarranted mental 
somersaults. Neither should we make difficulties where none exist. It is perfectly 
logical and not hard to understand, that the bride is united in spiritual union with 
Christ whilst physically residing with Him in the city.          J.J. 
 
7. (Mount Forest): The idea of Israel entering by tribe does not appeal to me as the 
former things are passed away. I think verse 25 ‘And the gates thereof shall in no 
wise be shut by day’ being followed by ‘And they shall bring the glory and honour 
of the nations into it’ (v. 26) along with the angelic presence at the gates suggests 
that which is wider in scope and purpose than specific gates for specific tribes of 
Israel.                         P.D. 
 
8. (Mount Forest): There may be some aspect of new covenant believers being 
depicted in the usage of the apostles’ names on the foundations, but it seems more 
likely to accord with the commendation from the Lord of the stand the apostles 
willingly took alongside Him in all His trials and tribulations – ‘You are those who have 
continued with Me in My trials. And I bestow upon you a kingdom, just as My Father 
bestowed one upon Me’. (Luke 22:28-29 NKJV). Their place in the future kingdom 
was well earned, despite the very human failures from time to time.      R.B.F. 
 
9. (Mount Forest): Scripture, however, does not suggest that those named on the 
city’s gates and foundation stones pre-existed men on earth.  Throughout 
scripture, whenever the tribes and apostles are spoken of in terms of cohorts it is 
as cohorts of earthly men or names of earthly men that they are spoken; and of 
cohorts of 12 such earthly men or names. The presence of their names on the holy 
city’s gates and foundation stones does not require a sudden lurch away from the 
entirety of scripture to the 24 elders or any other 24 beings. I would have thought 
it more than ever demands the consistency of Scripture be upheld by seeing the 
24 names as recognisable and familiar to bible readers.               P.D. 

Much of the last paragraph of the paper is somewhat convoluted! There is no 
requirement for the four living creatures and the twenty-four elders being brought into 
the picture here. The twelve tribes of Israel would correspond to those named in 
Revelation 7:5-8, and the twelve apostles would include the first-named disciples, also 
called apostles, in Luke 6:13-16, with Matthias taking the place of Judas Iscariot (Acts 
1:23-26). The Matthew scriptures have no bearing on this.        R.B.F. 
 
10. (Ravulapalem): Certainly, Satan and his demons will be gone forever to us.   
Revelation 21:7 speaks of this: ‘And there shall in no wise enter into it anything 
unclean, or he that maketh an abomination and a lie.’             P.D. 
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11. (Victoria B.C.): The citizens of the city appear to be those of the bride, the wife 
of the Lamb, viz. believers in the day of grace from Pentecost to the Rapture, 
however, access to it is unlimited, it would seem, to all the redeemed of the ages 
(Rev. 21:9, 27).                   R.B.F. 
 
12. (Victoria B.C.): I cannot think of any scripture which supports the view that all the 
redeemed of every age ‘shall remain before Him’ in the sense of having permanent 
residence in the holy city. As I understand it, the New Jerusalem, ‘the bride the wife of 
the Lamb’ is the abode of the Church which is Christ's body. Others from previous or 
future eras have access to the city, but will reside elsewhere in the future scheme of 
things.                        J.J. 
 
13. (Victoria B.C.): The seven are sea, sorrow, crying, pain, curse, night and death. 
(cp. Aberkenfig’s twelve, but there a different, but equally welcome point is in 
view).                         P.D. 
 

Feature 
THE ETERNAL STATE 
Old Testament Prophecy 
Near the end of Isaiah’s long years of prophecy, (740 – 697 B.C.) we come across 
the remarkable statements made by God’s spokesman to the people of Judah and 
Jerusalem, quoting the words of the LORD GOD Himself, ‘For, behold, I create 
new heavens and a new earth: and the former things shall not be remembered, 
nor come into mind’ (Is. 65:17 RV). The Hebrew word for ‘create’ is bara, 
meaning the creation of something that has not been in existence before, an 
entirely new production and construction, not that which is a reconstruction or 
refurbishment of what already exists. Likewise, the original word for the adjective 
‘new’ is chadash, denoting that which is completely new.  

   Similarly, in chapter 66:22 of the same book, we find the words, ‘For as the new 
heavens and the new earth, which I will make, shall remain before Me, saith the 
LORD, so shall your seed and your name remain.’ This verse also contains the 
Hebrew chadash for the English word ‘new’, however, ‘make’ in Hebrew is asah, 
which adds an emphasis of God’s further handiwork on the original that will be 
broader in extent, and will last. 
 
New Testament References to the Greek word ‘Kainos’         
As often asserted, kainos conveys the thought of something being qualitatively 
new, but it is not, as has been propounded, the renewing of an object, rather it is 
something that is totally different from the original creation, possessing a higher 
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calibre and constitution from that which it replaces. It is often distinguished from 
neos which implies numerically new; in other words, a ‘further addition’ to what 
has been there beforehand. Revelation 21:1 is quite clear: ‘the first heaven(s) and 
the first earth are passed away’, just as ‘the first things’ are treated in the same way 
(v. 4); i.e., gone for ever.  

    2 Corinthians 5:17, divulges that when a person trusts in Christ for salvation, 
they become something completely different from what they were in their 
unregenerate state; they are now seen, through believing on Christ as Saviour, as 
‘right’, having been made righteous by God the Justifier. So, 2 Peter 3:13 speaks of 
new heavens and a new earth which will be the home of righteousness alone, as 
opposed to that which pertains to the present heavens and earth in their sin-
affected state (see Job 15:15; Heb. 9:23; Rom. 8:21-22). The ‘new Jerusalem’ will 
be in complete contrast in its size and structure, internally and externally, having 
been planned and built in heaven, to the city of Jerusalem as we know it now on 
earth (Rev. 3:12; 21:2; Heb. 11:10).  
                    
A Point of Difference 
Confusion will arise if we view the holy city, the new Jerusalem, prepared in and 
descending from heaven in her beautified appearance, and compared to a bride 
about to be presented and joined to her would-be husband at her wedding (Rev. 
21:2) as the bride, the wife of the Lamb, of verse 9. John is simply being invited to 
view, before anything else, the exquisiteness of the true bride, the wife of the 
Lamb, which is the glorious Church which is Christ’s body (Eph. 5:27), reflected in 
the place prepared, but which far excels the beauty of the holy city, the new 
Jerusalem. Then he observes and describes the lesser, yet majestic glory, of the 
heavenly city about to be located on earth.  
     
The Glory of the Eternal City 
It will have a luminescence and brilliance that exceeds that of the sun in all its 
radiance; a wall of enormous thickness and height whose twelve foundations will 
never break up, and inscribed on them will be the names of the twelve apostles of 
the Lamb. There will be twelve entry points to the city, on which will be engraved 
the name of one of Israel’s twelve tribes, and an angel will be in attendance at 
each one (vv. 11 – 12, 14, 17). 

   The city will be square in form, vast in length, width and height (all of equal 
measure) and made of pure gold and translucent (vv. 16,18). Precious stones of 
various sizes and colours will be in abundance, complementing all its features (vv. 
16-18). Why should it be thought of as being anything other than a literal city? The 
Spirit of God is always precise in the scriptures of truth with His use of words 
when unveiling such meticulous details. 
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Size, Movement and Travel               
The tallest building in the world at present is the Burj Khalifa in the city of Dubai 
in the United Arab Emirates. It is almost 830 metres high /2722 feet and was 
completed in 2010. There are 163 floors with 57 elevators / lifts and 8 escalators. 
There will be no need for such material equipment for transportation in the new 
eternal city to reach whatever levels it may have, even considering its immense 
height. With new and glorified bodies, like our Saviour’s, we may well be able to 
move about freely and without any physical impediment, remembering the Lord 
appeared directly before His disciples on two occasions after His resurrection, 
passing through locked doors, in that perfect body of flesh and bones, yet without 
blood (Phil. 3:21; see also Mark 16:19; Luke 24:39, 51; John 20:19,26).     

   The largest city in the world is reckoned to be New York, at a total of 8,683 
kilometres / 3, 353 square miles. The city described as the New Jerusalem has a 
land mass of 2.25 million square miles!  Its occupants will be the multitude of 
members of His precious church, His body, close to Him on the throne of God 
and the Lamb, while welcomed visitors will be the redeemed of all ages otherwise, 
whose names are written in the Lamb’s book of life (Rev. 21:27; see also 13:8; 
22:3). No wonder Peter writes, not long before his martyrdom, to fellow-saints 
scattered throughout various provinces under the governance of the Roman 
Empire of that day, ‘Looking for and earnestly desiring the coming of the day of 
God’ (2 Pet. 3:12). 

R. B. Fullarton, Bathgate  
 








